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SCOPE AND BACKGROUND OF THE THESIS
My present photographic involvement grows out of a fascination
with the physical qualities of a place. In particular, I respond
strongly to the visual sensation of material under specific light.
Through my images I aim to clearly see and represent light as it
defines and models forms, reveals or conceals surfaces, describes
and modulates color. It is this interplay of light with spaces
and the specific physical qualities of a place that I have been
initially drawn to explore.
I seem to seek out man-made spaces. As I explore and invest
my energies in a particular place, that place often gives evidence
of a spirit and vitality of its own. I am drawn to those with
which I feel a powerful affinity, responding not only to the
physical state of a place, but to its poetry and mystery. My
photographic experience is my connection to spaces around me.
And the images resulting from my experience are then a recognition
and expression of a kind of spiritual union to a unique space.
An important part of the process is a continued exploration of
the images themselves. While photographing, I experience feelings
not always easily or immediately understood. I continue to deal
with these feelings through my new experience with the image
itself. I expect that this expanded understanding of my work,
not style or the use of color specifically, will give to the
body of images their sense of continuity and cohesiveness.
PROCEDURES
All the work is of a 2-1/4 or 35mm format. I am using Koda-
color-X and Kodacolor II film and printing with Kodak Ektacolor
RC paper.
I plan to exhibit this Spring with a show of no less than
twenty images .
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REPORT ; The photographs for the thesis were taken exclusively
with a Hasselblad camera, using a normal lens. They were taken
both with and without the use of a tripod. Kodacolor-X film was
used throughout with normal processing. All the prints were
made on Kodak's Ektacolor RC surface N paper and were enlarged
to about 6x6 inches square,
SELF- INTERVIEW; It was decided that perhaps the most intelligent
and vital way of describing the thesis work would be through an
interview. I subsequently began a self -interview. The questions
and answers often took shape simultaneously. The advantage, of
course, in doing a self-interview was in my ability to give time
and thought to each question before answering. I feel this format
offers information in the most direct way possible,
1. Can you state simply what you tried to arrive at in
your photographs?
First, I am interested in a direct experience of the external
world. That is, I am interested in representing the physical
qualities of places which include space, mass, form and light,
I am interested in the seeing of specific things such as laundry
hanging, furniture in a window or a rope wrapped around a tree.
But my primary interest is the discovery and the revealing of
the spirit of a place. Put another way, I find places to photo
graph and photograph them in such a way that they describe
important feelings of my own, I am not absolutely sure as to
whether a place carries its own spirit and 1 3J9 cpnnecting with
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that spirit by photographing the place or whether these places,
anonymous as they are, allow me to lay on my feelings so that in
making the photograph, the image then presents a spirit that does
not exist otherwise. I am not even sure as to whether it is
important to define this or not.
2. Obviously color is important to you or you would not
have chosen to work as you did. What is your experience with
color in the images?
Color is another important dimension in the work. It offers
another means of expression. As Van Gogh said, "Colour in itself
expresses
something."
I think it is easy and convenient to read the images as
"pretty pictures." However, I feel that "prettiness" is deceptive.
Part of this patterned response to color may have to do with what
I feel color has represented in photographs in the past. Color
has been used as a seductive element in the photograph, particularly
in advertising. It makes things seem not just "life-like'!, but
"bigger and better than life".
Although some of my own images might superficially appear
"slick", the images carry me to other more important levels of
experience. I have noticed that many viewers have difficulty in
dealing with color photographs. Rather than elicit strong emotional
feelings or allow the viewer to respond on a variety of planes,
the color often seems to tie one down too tightly to the physical
reality of those things seen in the photographs. The color may
seem to create a kind of screen, unlike color in painting, which
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one cannot begin to separate from the whole meaning of the created
image. I think this feeling of color getting in the way is a
phenomenon peculiar to photography and one I am interested in
working through.
I am very committed to interpretation in printing color and
to the freedom the photographer should assume by allowing his
emotions to "color" as it were, the image. Some images seem more
"real" than others. I like the idea that color that may appear
very real is in fact quite altered through the fact of printing
and that color that may appear very unreal is in fact closer to
the truth. As with other things in a photograph, the use of color
demands a tuning in of one's sensibilities to things not previously
perceived or perceived incorrectly. On a simple level, for
instance, we are accustomed to reading a color as the same whether
it lies in light or shadow. It is exciting to begin to perceive
the subtle differences as light changes.
Many painters use color in a conscious way to represent
different emotions. For instance, Van Gogh used red and green to
represent men's passions or yellow to represent love or friendship.
I am certainly not aware of specific colors carrying specific
meaning for me, but I do feel the very definite emotional impact
of color.
The grey photographs are important. They suggest the absence
of color, although in fact this is not true. They, therefore,
represent an emptiness or void. The two images, one of a building
with strange blank windows, another of an empty plaza where things
visually occur around the edges of the picture, carry the same
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feeling, that sense of void. The color and the content impart
the same feeling. As I continued to photograph, I became
increasingly interested in images that were more monochromatic.
Perhaps as I became more attuned to the subtleties in color,
strong color in itself grew somewhat overwhelming and even boring.
It became more interesting to move around within the limitations
of the
"greyness"
of things.
The warmth and coldness of colors also became important.
Many of the images were taken on extremely sunny, clear days where
the light was brilliant and the sun hot. However, I found myself,
in printing, taking the sunlight or warmth out of the images.
Printing seemed to be an almost volatile activity. I could make
a print one day thinking I had finalized it. In going back to
the same print the next day, I might find the color to be way off,
at least in light of my thinking that day. It did not seem to
be the result of a poor judgment, but of altered feelings that
affected my color sense significantly.
3. Why buildings, walls, streets, etc? Why not any natural
landscapes for instance?
I grew up in the city so buildings, walls and streets were
the "natural landscape". Given a choice to photograph in the
country or city, country seems more alien to me.
4. Why Mexico? The Mexican landscape appears to play a
rather significant part in the thesis.
I am usually in a general state of excitement when I am in
Mexico. My senses seem more alive and tuned in. When I was
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photographing there, I was able to spend many hours quietly by
myself, thinking, feeling and responding in a way that I don't
often feel when I am working at home. I feel a definite advantage
to working when there are not time considerations or responsibilities
For me, Mexico embodies a spirit that relates very specifically
to my photographs. I do not feel that the photographs taken in
Mexico are o_f Mexico. This is an important point to me. Rather
the Mexican landscape served as a vehicle by which I could make
photographs, a place where my feelings often felt centered and
ready for expression.
For all the sun-washed landscapes and the gaiety of the
Mexican people, for which I love Mexico, there exists a death pall
in the atmosphere for which I am equally fascinated. There is a
lavish but sobering character to Mexico, a beauty and a harshness
that often become one and the same. There may appear to be great
contradictions, but my experience tells me the contradictions are
in appearance and not in spirit. The intensity of life there
seems to bring things to the same point. The celebration of living
and the celebration of death lie along the same line. I am
interested in that seeming contradiction which is one reason I think
photographing in color works for me. The color is deceptive.
It is seductive and beautiful. The photograph in its entirety
may relate, however, to something far different than that beauty.
I should go on to say that much work was done in Rochester,
particularly before my stay in Mexico. I began serious work on
the thesis in the early summer of 1974. The early photographs
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had a lot to do with just photographing places that intrigued me.
I don't think I was particularly in touch with my own feelings
and there were a series of failures as images. It took three
to four months to begin to see any clarity of feeling in the work.
One of the few early images kept for the thesis was that of the
Salvation Army Building in Rochester. Photographing in Mexico
seemed to free me more and I felt more of a flow in working on
my return to Rochester.
5. Light and shadow are crucial to many of the images.
Comment .
There is a stillness to the images that is contradicted by
the changing and fleeting quality of light. At the same time,
the light seems to take on a stable and constant quality. In some
of the images, the light just seems to be there. I am more
fascinated with that intrusive character to light. Light seems
to have so many qualities. It may pierce or blind. It may alter
a surface or bathe it with some sense of gentleness. I was
interested in the light as an active force in the photograph.
The light and shadow acting as vital forces in the images
lead to the experience of fusion and fracturing. As color is
so tied to an object, when light and shadow enter, areas of color
are altered and objects or surfaces may take on other characteristics
or an added dimension. To be more specific, I am thinking of what
I call my "light wall". In that image, when part of the wall
becomes bathed in light, there appears to be a force coming out
of the wall. I lose the sense that light is falling on the wall.
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Another example of a similiar phenomenon is in the image I call
"tree shadow". The shadow of a tree falling on the surface of a
wall takes on a sense of translucence . Again, I lose the sense
of that tree shadow being a shadow. Rather, it has a presence of
its own. The shadows often break up areas of color and create an
ambiguity. Because shadows appear to "lack color", they may also
offer relief. Shadows sometimes appear to have no connection to
any physical entity, as if they are independent. They are sometimes
an important echo of things not seen in the image, but felt. The
shadows may intrude as does the light. The shadows diffuse and
fuse, they may alter or obscure. They may echo or suggest. They
may be substantive or hollow. I feel interested in light and
shadow becoming even more the substance of a photograph, while
retaining a concern with the reality of a situation rather than
moving towards any abstraction.
6. Are there any influences that you are conscious of?
Of course there must be many, but at the time of taking the
photographs I was not conscious of any strong influences. It has
been more a process of going back after the fact to try to make
connections with other artists that excite me. There are so few
color photographers to look at. I have spent much more time
looking at the works of painters.
I am excited by Edward Hopper's work. Light plays such a
crucial role in his paintings. His light seems to be very cold,
as it is in my photographs. Although many of his paintings are
about a figure in their space, he was also interested in looking
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at things that I find interesting; rooftops, facades of buildings,
through windows, interiors, etc. Most of all, Hopper speaks to
the incredible aloneness that man feels, sometimes looked at
somewhat distantly, other times felt and described very immediately.
Although I never include a figure in any of the images , I feel
my photographs speak to a similiar isolated space.
I am interested in Atget's work also. His photographs are
deceptive in that they often appear to be simple, beautifully
executed records of Paris; I react to many of the images as
intensely personal and equally descriptive of the man as they
may be of the Paris in which he lived.
I have become more familiar with photographers working in
color since doing the thesis. I am interested, but do not
feel significantly influenced. So few of the contemporary photographers
seem to use color in any powerfully emotional, expressive manner.
Color appears to have been accepted into the image, but does not
extend the experience further. I feel this, for instance, about
Stephen Shore's photographs. The color is not emotional, it is
fact or exaggeration of fact. Of course, I think this is fully
intended. It is just not what I am interested in getting at
for myself.
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